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• efficacy of proactive interference resolution deter-
mines working memory capacity (Conway & En-
gle, 1994)

• fMRI studies implicate mainly left inf frontal
gyrus, but also IPS, precuneus, frontopolar cortex
and rMFG in resolution (Jonides & Nee, 2006)

• hypothesized mechanism of resolution: overrul-
ing the familiarity of probe with its retrieved list
context

• no EEG studies of recent negatives effect
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Two separate types of difficulty

Behavioral Results

1. Morlet wavelet transform
2. z-transform of 1000 ms post-probe for lures
3. in 10 timebins (N lure lists, within subject):

powc,f,t = βc,f,t ∗ diff
where diff = difficulty level (1 is highest)

4. permutation test (Nichols & Holmes, 2003)

βsubj1 βsubj2 βsubj3 → tempirical = 8
+βsubj1 −βsubj2 −βsubj3 → t1 = 10
−βsubj1 −βsubj2 +βsubj3 → t2 = −2
+βsubj1 +βsubj2 +βsubj3 → t3 = 1

.. .. .. .. · · ·
−βsubj1 +βsubj2 +βsubj3 → t1000 = 0

5. compare temp to permutation distribution
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Univariate EEG data analysis

• multivariate, network
approach

• similar to PCA but
instead the covariance
matrix is decomposed
between brain activ-
ity and either task
structure (“task PLS”)
or subject’s behavior
(“behavior PLS”)

step 1: correlation between
condition matrix and brain
matrix
S = cov(cond, brain)

step 2: decompose covariance
matrix
S = ADBT

(A=projection on condition,
B = projection on brain)

step 3: determine significance
of A and B using boot-
strap/permutation

(McIntosh, Bookstein, Haxby, & Grady, 1996)

Multivariate approach: PLS analysis

mean power over 1-second post-probe interval, p < 0.01
delta beta gamma1 gamma2

Results:
• negative delta effect
• parietal/frontal beta and gamma 1 2 3
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Univariate wavelet proactive interference
mean power over 1-second post-probe interval, p < 0.01

theta gamma1
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Results:
• R parietal theta and posterior gamma
• similar gamma effect as temporal similarity

Univariate wavelet summed similarity

LV1 accounts for 60.82%
of variance (p = 0.04) red: more power for high temporal in-

terference
blue: more power for low temporal in-

terference
2.4 Hz (delta) 4.3 Hz (theta) 8 Hz (theta) 10.4 Hz (alpha)

chan 59 chan 53 chan 14 chan 92
32 Hz (gamma1) 64 Hz (gamma2)

results:
• negative fronto-occipital delta effect
• network of frontal, left temporal and

superior parietal theta
• posterior alpha and gamma effects

chan 91 chan 92

Task PLS PI Results - within-subject analysis

LV1 accounts for 61.03%
of variance (p = 0.08) red: more power for high structural in-

terference
blue: more power for low structural in-

terference
2.4 Hz (delta) 5.6 Hz (theta) 13.5 Hz (alpha) 20.7 Hz (beta)

chan 104 chan 73 chan 110 chan 102
64 Hz (gamma2)

results:
• R parietal delta
• fronto-posterior theta
• posterior beta and gamma similarity

results
• note that this empirically derived

contrast is different from the univari-
ate approach

chan 14

Task PLS SS Results - within-subject analysis

• differences between univariate and multivariate analyses due to
- different contrasts
- PLS does not take into account trial-to-trial variability

• posterior gamma: due to general similarity
interference → visual object processing

• R frontal gamma for structural similarity;
L frontal gamma for temporal similarity →
separate control mechanisms PI SS

•
R parietal delta and posterior theta show
opposite effects for structural and tempo-
ral similarity → processes involving con-
text retrieval PI SS

Discussion

system EGI Geodesic Sensor Net
sampling rate 500 Hz
Nelectrodes 128
Nsubjects 29

eye artifact rejection
digital 58-62 Hz notch filter

rereference excluding bad channels

EEG recordings
Proactive interference resolu-
tion is specifically associated
with decreases in R fronto-
occipital delta and R frontal/L
temporal theta, likely related to
context retrieval; and increases
in R frontal gamma, likely re-
lated to executive control pro-
cesses.

Conclusions
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